
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The pandemic’s influence on airborne safety priorities
•• Innovation opportunities and competitive strategies
•• Americans’ current ownership and future interest in air treatment devices
•• Usage drivers and purchase influences
•• Barriers to purchase
•• General attitudes around air treatment devices and air quality

Ownership of air treatment products is widespread, but newly established
consumer needs indicate further room to grow. In fact, 72% of consumers who
do not already own an air treatment device are interested in future ownership.
While pollution has become a growing topic of conversation in recent years,
the pandemic drove air quality concerns to the forefront of consumers’ minds
and propelled elevated interest in air treatment solutions to assuage health
and safety concerns.

Americans are actively seeking out solutions to improve their indoor air quality.
However, inflation is impacting higher- and lower-earning Americans
unequally, meaning some Americans can easily bear the brunt of product price
increases, while others will have to sacrifice everyday essentials to engage with
this category. As Americans continue to face budgetary constraints, expanding
value beyond cost savings to improve convenience and prove performance
will be a key hallmark of successful brands. Air treatment brands will need to go
beyond functionality to adapt to new at-home lifestyle needs and aesthetic
goals to generate long-term loyalty.
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“Following the onset of the
pandemic, the air treatment
market benefited from
heightened consumer focus on
health and safety and the
invisible threats that may lurk
in the air.”
– Ashley de Hechavarria,
Health and Wellness Analyst
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• COVID-19 serves as catalyst for air treatment devices
Figure 4: Americans’ fear of future COVID-19 variant/wave,
2022
Figure 5: Blueair, 2022

• Government initiatives focus on commercial building air
quality
Figure 6: Clean Air in Buildings Challenge Participant –
Omniresource, 2022

• Climate change drives heightened need for air treatment
products
Figure 7: Blueair highlights eco-commitment, 2022

• Evaluate offerings across the “hourglass economy”
Figure 8: Consumer Price Index change from previous period,
2007-2022
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• Air treatment gets smart
Figure 9: Midea Appliance manufacturer, 2022

• Air treatment becomes integrated with in-home aesthetics
Figure 10: Rabbit Air A3 Ultra Quiet Air Purifier

• Compact options serve in-home and out-of-home needs
Figure 11: Medify Air’s MA-10 portable air purifier, 2022

• Explore the circular economy model
Figure 12: Kazoo rental and repair of household appliances,
2022

• Could the future see air sommeliers?
Figure 13: Vice article on water sommeliers, 2022

• Millennials and Gen Z are most interested in future
ownership

• Allergies are the top driver of usage
• Perceived lack of need deters ownership
• Price, convenience and performance shape purchase

decisions
• Consumers associate air purifiers with positive impacts
• City-dwellers are actively looking to improve their air

• Ownership is widespread, but interest leaves room for
growth
Figure 14: Current ownership and interest in air treatment
devices, 2022

• High usage rates point to market potential
Figure 15: Current ownership and usage of air treatment
devices, 2022

• Millennials and Gen Z are most interested in air treatment
products
Figure 16: Current ownership and Interest in air treatment
product ownership, by generation, 2022

• Parents demonstrate greater interest in future ownership
Figure 17: Interest in air treatment product ownership, by
parental status, 2022
Figure 18: Crane Adorable Ultrasonic Cool Mist Humidifier

• Allergies drive usage for almost half of Americans
Figure 19: Usage drivers, 2022

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE AIR TREATMENT CONSUMER – FAST FACTS

PRODUCT OWNERSHIP AND INTEREST

USAGE DRIVERS
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• Most indoor air pollutants are invisible, requiring
measurable proof
Figure 20: Usage drivers, by living area, 2022

• Lack of need is the top reason for non-ownership
Figure 21: Barriers to purchase, 2022

• Highlight value and key benefits for air purifiers
• Health serves as driver and barrier for participation among

parents
Figure 22: Barriers to purchase – Health concerns, 2022

• The price has to be right for air treatment purchases
Figure 23: Air treatment purchase influences, 2022

• Aesthetic design increases in importance among parents,
middle-aged adults
Figure 24: Purchase influencers – Design, by age, parental
status, 2022

• Brand names matter more to 35-54 year olds, parents
Figure 25: Air treatment purchase influences – Brand name,
by age and parental status, 2022

• Americans recognize the positive impact of healthy air
Figure 26: Attitudes toward air treatment devices

• Brand Spotlight: IKEA merges function with design
Figure 27: IKEA STARKVIND table with air purifier

• Millennials pay the most attention to in-home air quality
Figure 28: Attitudes toward air treatment devices, by
generation, 2022

• Air quality concerns facilitate category engagement
Figure 29: Attitudes around air quality, 2022

• Urban Americans are ready for support managing their air
Figure 30: Attitudes around air quality, by living location,
2022
Figure 31: Molekule, 2021

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms

BARRIERS TO PURCHASE

PURCHASE INFLUENCES

ATTITUDES AROUND AIR TREATMENT DEVICES

ATTITUDES TOWARD AIR QUALITY

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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• Abbreviations
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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